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DEREK PETERSEN
Opinion: GM Doubles-Down on Diesel 48
Vortec With Manual TransmissionBy
adopting rear-wheel drive for the V35
generation, the G-Series line became a
commercial hit across North America for
its performance credentials, sporty looks,
and premium appointments. G35 owners,
...This 2006 Inﬁniti G35 Makes V8 Noises
That May Confuse G-Series
EnthusiastsHaving been photographed for
the ﬁrst time earlier this year, a prototype
for the next generation Dacia Logan MCV
small wagon has been spied again testing
in icy conditions in northern Europe.
Beyond ...Dacia Spied Preparing New
Logan MCV WagonThe brainchild of
legendary designer Bill Mitchell's staﬀ at
GM in the early 1970s ... Later, a ﬁvespeed manual transmission sourced from
Ferrari was installed. Other interesting
changes ...That Time GM Stuck a Ferrari
V12 in a Pontiac Firebird and Called it a
Concept CarChampion, a globally
recognized industry leader in specialty
products for over 65 years, recently has
introduced a premium quality, fullsynthetic transmission ﬂuid speciﬁcally
designed for use in ...Champion Oil Brings
to the Aftermarket a New Continuously
Variable Transmission (CVT) FluidWith the
manual transmission, the engine will have
to be ... went into further detail on this
subject during a recent interview with GM
Authority Executive Editor, Alex Luft.Only
Some Cadillac CT4-V Blackwing Engines
Have Titanium RodsForty-some games into
an MLB season, pennant races should be
starting to come into focus. But not this
year! Welcome to the quarter-season
power rankings, where we try to make

sense of the mess that ...The 2021 MLB
Quarter-Season Power RankingsSome cars
will make you stop in your tracks every
time you see one, and for us, the 1967
Chevy Chevelle SS is one of those cars. It’s
often overshadowed by the more muscular
body styles that would ...1967 Chevy
Chevelle SS Packs LS MagicWe’ve often
heard automotive media describe the
Stingray as a supercar, but it certainly
isn’t one. Not as rare as a Ferrari nor as
ludicrous as a Lamborghini or as
painstakingly crafted as a Pagani, ...C8
Corvette Owner Compares His Stingray
Z51 to the Porsche 718 SpyderIt's hard to
remember that up until around the late
1980s or even early 1990s not every
vehicle came from the factory with an
overdrive manual or ... in front of a GM
transmission, or even use ...Warn
Overdrive vs Gear Vendors Overdrive vs
Ranger Torque SplitterAs the era of
General Motors’ exceptional driver’s
sedans readies to kick oﬀ its 668-hp
farewell tour this summer, many
enthusiasts ﬁnd themselves with a
renewed hunger for four-door performance
...The new CT5-V Blackwing is pricey, but
GM’s V-8 sport sedan forebears are prime
for the takingEarlier this month, Honda
announced it would aim to sell only
electrically-powered vehicles in North
America by the year 2040. In that same
release, the company revealed it would be
working ...GM Will Build Two Electric SUVs
for Honda by 2024A 5.6-second 0–60 test
time means that the 2021 Chevrolet
Camaro Turbo 1LE hardly needs to
apologize for its turbocharged fourcylinder displacement.2021 Chevrolet
Camaro Turbo 1LE First Test: Its Own
ThingThen I saw Audi win Le Mans under

diesel power live in 2016, then caught
wind of the diesel-ﬁed Golf GTI (called the
GTD), then I saw my dad buy a manualtransmission diesel Golf Sportwagen and I
...Opinion: GM Doubles-Down on
DieselDespite having one of the most
annoying vehicle names Detroit ever used
(I'm convinced the famous "Coﬀee
Achievers" ad campaign of the 1980s was
to blame), the factory-hot-rod versions of
the ...Junkyard Gem: 1992 Oldsmobile
Achieva Sport CoupePower is routed to the
rear wheels through a six-speed manual
transmission or an optional GM 10-speed
automatic. Pricing starts at $59,995, while
the most expensive possible model with all
options ...Here Are The Three 2022
Cadillac CT4-V Blackwing Wheel
ChoicesAnd 48.4 mph ... of revs the
transmission lever could be pulled into
ﬁrst gear without snatching the wheels.
The Expedition’s suspension is stiﬀer than
that of the two GM utes, noticeably
...Tested: 2000 Full-Size Detroit SUVs vs.
Arizona's CanyonsI did not get an
opportunity to test the new Malibu Hybrid,
but its EPA estimate is impressive:
48/45/47 mpg ... which is equipped with a
manual transmission versus the other
models’ standard ...2016 Chevrolet
MalibuAt issue is whether workers at the
GM facility, which exports pickups to the
United States, are being denied their right
to organize and to bargain collectively.
Under a 2019 Mexican labor law ...U.S.
urges Mexican inquiry of labor claims at
GM plantThen I saw Audi win Le Mans
under diesel power live in 2016, then
caught wind of the diesel-ﬁed Golf GTI
(called the GTD), then I saw my dad buy a
manual-transmission diesel Golf
Sportwagen and I ...
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By adopting rear-wheel drive for the V35
generation, the G-Series line became a
commercial hit across North America for
its performance credentials, sporty looks,
and premium appointments. G35 owners,
...
2016 Chevrolet Malibu
And 48.4 mph ... of revs the transmission
lever could be pulled into ﬁrst gear without
snatching the wheels. The Expedition’s
suspension is stiﬀer than that of the two
GM utes, noticeably ...
GM Will Build Two Electric SUVs for Honda
by 2024
Then I saw Audi win Le Mans under diesel
power live in 2016, then caught wind of
the diesel-ﬁed Golf GTI (called the GTD),
then I saw my dad buy a manualtransmission diesel Golf Sportwagen and I
...
I did not get an opportunity to test the
new Malibu Hybrid, but its EPA estimate is
impressive: 48/45/47 mpg ... which is
equipped with a manual transmission
versus the other models’ standard ...
That Time GM Stuck a Ferrari V12 in a
Pontiac Firebird and Called it a Concept
Car
48 Vortec With Manual Transmission
C8 Corvette Owner Compares His
Stingray Z51 to the Porsche 718
Spyder
Despite having one of the most annoying
vehicle names Detroit ever used (I'm
convinced the famous "Coﬀee Achievers"
ad campaign of the 1980s was to blame),
the factory-hot-rod versions of the ...
Warn Overdrive vs Gear Vendors
Overdrive vs Ranger Torque Splitter
Having been photographed for the ﬁrst
time earlier this year, a prototype for the
next generation Dacia Logan MCV small
wagon has been spied again testing in icy
conditions in northern Europe. Beyond ...
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The brainchild of legendary designer Bill
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Mitchell's staﬀ at GM in the early 1970s ...
Later, a ﬁve-speed manual transmission
sourced from Ferrari was installed. Other
interesting changes ...
Dacia Spied Preparing New Logan MCV
Wagon
Some cars will make you stop in your
tracks every time you see one, and for us,
the 1967 Chevy Chevelle SS is one of
those cars. It’s often overshadowed by the
more muscular body styles that would ...
This 2006 Inﬁniti G35 Makes V8
Noises That May Confuse G-Series
Enthusiasts
We’ve often heard automotive media
describe the Stingray as a supercar, but it
certainly isn’t one. Not as rare as a Ferrari
nor as ludicrous as a Lamborghini or as
painstakingly crafted as a Pagani, ...
U.S. urges Mexican inquiry of labor
claims at GM plant
Forty-some games into an MLB season,
pennant races should be starting to come
into focus. But not this year! Welcome to
the quarter-season power rankings, where
we try to make sense of the mess that ...
1967 Chevy Chevelle SS Packs LS Magic
Champion, a globally recognized industry
leader in specialty products for over 65
years, recently has introduced a premium
quality, full-synthetic transmission ﬂuid
speciﬁcally designed for use in ...
Champion Oil Brings to the Aftermarket a
New Continuously Variable Transmission
(CVT) Fluid
It's hard to remember that up until around
the late 1980s or even early 1990s not
every vehicle came from the factory with
an overdrive manual or ... in front of a GM
transmission, or even use ...
Tested: 2000 Full-Size Detroit SUVs
vs. Arizona's Canyons
As the era of General Motors’ exceptional
driver’s sedans readies to kick oﬀ its 668hp farewell tour this summer, many
enthusiasts ﬁnd themselves with a
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renewed hunger for four-door performance
...
Here Are The Three 2022 Cadillac CT4-V
Blackwing Wheel Choices
At issue is whether workers at the GM
facility, which exports pickups to the
United States, are being denied their right
to organize and to bargain collectively.
Under a 2019 Mexican labor law ...
The 2021 MLB Quarter-Season Power
Rankings
Power is routed to the rear wheels through
a six-speed manual transmission or an
optional GM 10-speed automatic. Pricing
starts at $59,995, while the most
expensive possible model with all options
...
The new CT5-V Blackwing is pricey, but
GM’s V-8 sport sedan forebears are prime
for the taking
A 5.6-second 0–60 test time means that
the 2021 Chevrolet Camaro Turbo 1LE
hardly needs to apologize for its
turbocharged four-cylinder displacement.
Junkyard Gem: 1992 Oldsmobile Achieva
Sport Coupe
Then I saw Audi win Le Mans under diesel
power live in 2016, then caught wind of
the diesel-ﬁed Golf GTI (called the GTD),
then I saw my dad buy a manualtransmission diesel Golf Sportwagen and I
...
2021 Chevrolet Camaro Turbo 1LE
First Test: Its Own Thing
With the manual transmission, the engine
will have to be ... went into further detail
on this subject during a recent interview
with GM Authority Executive Editor, Alex
Luft.
Only Some Cadillac CT4-V Blackwing
Engines Have Titanium Rods
Earlier this month, Honda announced it
would aim to sell only electrically-powered
vehicles in North America by the year
2040. In that same release, the company
revealed it would be working ...
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